
DESTINATION WEDDINGS RATES



Hi, I´m Sandra!

Thanks for reaching out. I´m so happy my work has inspired you. 
Since I started out in 2005, my journey into Photography has allowed me to meet 

loving couples and families from around the globe. 

My aim is to capture your love story 
genuinely, and provide you with refined images 

infused with light, full of beauty, romance
and emotions.

My commitment is in creating the magical, delightful 
photographs that you always dreamed of. 



P H O T O G R A P H Y

 -Wedding Day coverage up to 10 hours

-600-700 edited images

 - Images delivered within 6-8 weeks

 - Beautiful downloadable online gallery included

-  Consultations online or in person

 3,500 euros plus vat

 - Engagement Shoot - Pre Wedding - Post Wedding 

2 Hours 600 euros plus vat



V I D E O G R A P H Y

-Wedding Day coverage up to 10 hours 

- 2 Videographers filming

 - Final Edited Video 30 mins

 - Videoclip 2 mins and full speeches

- Delivery 3 months

 3,000 euros plus vat

 Conditions for Photo & Video: 

  - A deposit of 40% of the total is required to secure date. The rest
 is due two weeks before the wedding.

- Copyright is given for non commercial purposes. 
For publications please enquire.

- All our weddings are subject to be published online or 
on our social networks for promotion. A contract needs to be signed.



A L B U M S

A wide range of Queensberry albums is available in different papers, 
cover materials and colors. Prices start from 750 euros plus vat. 

Shipping worldwide

Fine Art Album:

14x10 inches (35 x 25 cm)
50 pages

Fine Art cotton paper
Handcrafted

Microleather embossed cover

1,500 euros plus vat

T E S T I M O N I A L S

“We couldn't have had a more amazing 
photographer!  

Sandra has an artistic eye directing us for the 
perfect shot. We were ecstatic once we saw our 

photos, for she surpassed our 
expectations.  

Carolyn and Raphael, USA

“Wow! And Thank You
it´s all we can say. 

The pictures are totally amazing 
Sandra!”

Eva & Diego, Germany



www.sandramanas.com   

sandra@sandramanas.com

T. +34 656 903 498

  Instagram @sandramanas


